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HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION 

FEBRUARY 25, 2019 

DEMOLITION AND RELOCATION PERMITS 

HDP-2019-0060 

2403 TOWER DRIVE 

 

PROPOSAL 

Alter roofline of primary façade and construct second-story addition to a ca. 1941 house; 

enclose carport. 

 

ARCHITECTURE 

One-story, rectangular-plan building capped with a cross-gabled roof; stone masonry 

cladding; 1:1 vinyl-sash windows.  

 

RESEARCH 

The house was constructed for J. Neils and Wanda Thompson, who lived in the house from 

1941 until at least 1955. J. Neils was a UT engineering professor who served as the first 

director of the Balcones Research Center (now the J. J. Pickle Research Campus), which 

has been credited as spurring Austin’s role as a high-tech center. Thompson was 

extraordinarily active in research, serving on numerous state and national committees and 

widely professionally recognized. He also was a leader in local economic development, with 

leadership in the Austin Chamber of Commerce and active championing of research 

industries in Austin. Finally, he was “a major force in college athletics” as a member of the 

UT Athletic Council, a representative to the Southwest Conference, and Council member 

and eventually president of the NCAA. Though his economic development and athletic 

accomplishments were concentrated in the 1960s and 1970s, Thompson spent his early 

career, beginning with his hiring at UT and including the notable achievement of founding 

the Balcones Research Center, living in 2403 Tower Drive. 

 

Rodney Desmond and Jayne Kidd were the only other long-term occupants during the 

historic period; they lived there from around 1959 until about 1968. Rodney worked as the 

district manager for Aetna Life Insurance and served on the Austin School Board. 

 

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 

The project includes six parts: 

1. Repairs to rear exterior walls and roof damaged by fire. 

2. Alteration of the front-gabled roof to extend over the central and right structural 

bays, covering the expanded front porch, and addition of a small gabled portico over 

the front door. Both roofs will be supported by wood columns. 

3. Replacement of 1:1 vinyl-sash windows with multi-lite vinyl-sash windows. 

4. Enclosure of the carport and installation of an awning garage door. 

5. Construction of a second-floor addition over the garage clad in wood siding to match 

existing, capped by a front-gabled roof, and features 1:1 and 2:2 vinyl-sash windows. 

It is set back approximately 34 feet from the front wall of the house. 

6. Replacement of the front porch with a larger porch. 

 

STAFF COMMENTS 

The building does not appear to meet the criteria for designation as a historic landmark. 
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Designation Criteria—Historic Landmark 
1) The building is at least 50 years old, having been constructed around 1941. 

2) The building appears to retain a high degree of integrity. 

3) Properties must meet two historic designation criteria for landmark designation 

(City of Austin Land Development Code, Section 25-2-352). The property may 

demonstrate significance according to one criterion: historical association. 

a. Architecture. The house was designed in the Minimal Traditional style. It 

does not appear to possess architectural distinction. 

b. Historical association. J. Neils and Wanda Thompson lived in the house for at 

least 15 years, starting when J. Neil was hired as a professor at UT and 

extending through the founding of the Balcones Research Center (now the J. 

J. Pickle Research Campus). There appear to be significant historical 

associations, though the J. J. Pickle Research Campus has more significant 

associations with Thompson’s research career. The campus includes a 

building dedicated to Thompson, the J. Neils Thompson Commons Building. 

 

 

 
J. Neils Thompson Commons Building. Credit: University of Texas. 
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c. Archaeology. The property was not evaluated for its potential to yield 

significant data concerning the human history or prehistory of the region. 

d. Community value. The property does not appear to have a unique location, 

physical characteristic, or significant feature that contributes to the 

character, image, or cultural identity of the city, a neighborhood, or a 

particular group. 

e. Landscape feature. The property is not a significant natural or designed 

landscape with artistic, aesthetic, cultural, or historical value to the city. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Approve the partial demolition application, subject to completion of a City of Austin 

Documentation Package. Encourage the applicant to retain the original front roofline to 

better preserve the house’s historic integrity. 
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LOCATION MAP 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION 

Photos 

 
Primary (north) façade and west elevation of 2403 Tower Drive. 
 

 
West elevation and carport proposed to be enclosed. 
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Occupancy History 

Completed by Historic Preservation Office staff 

February 2019 

 

1941 Address not listed 

 

1944-55 J. Neils and Wanda Thompson, owners 

 Professor, UT (1944, 1952); associate professor, UT (1949); director, structural 

mechanics research, UT (1955) 

 

1959-68 R. (Rodney) Desmond and Jayne D. Kidd, owners 

 District manager, Aetna Life Insurance (1959, 1962); regional superintendent, 

American Found Life Insurance (1965); sale representative, Aetna Life Insurance 

(1968) 

 

1973 Richard Dalton, owner 

 No occupation listed 

 

1977 Russell E. and Ann Benton, owners 

 Lawyer, no employer listed 

 

1986 Scott Sayers, owner 

 No occupation listed 

 

1992 Scott P. Sayers Jr. and Julie F. Sayers, owners 

 Scott worked as the president of Texas State Directory (1800 Nueces); Julie 

worked as editor at the same company. 

 

 
Background Research 

J. (Jesse) Neils Thompson was born in 1912 in Canyon, Texas, to Pat and Winnie 

Thompson. Pat worked as a plumber. By 1930, the family was living in Bay City, where Pat 

sold automobiles. Thompson attended the University of Texas at Austin, where he played 

football. He remained in Austin after college and began working for the Texas Highway 

Department in 1935. In 1941, he joined the UT faculty as a professor of civil engineering. 

 

In 1945-46, Thompson and colleague Prof. C. Read Granberry led the effort to lease a 

federally owned 406-acre magnesium plant (declared surplus after World War II), with the 

intent to “extend and develop the research function of the University for the benefit of the 

public.” The property was purchased in 1949 with Congressman Lyndon B. Johnson’s help. 

Originally called the Off-Campus Research Center, the site became the Balcones Research 

Center in 1953 and the J. J. Pickle Research Campus in 1994. Thompson was the first 

director of the Center, a role he held for 31 years as research facilities expanded 

tremendously. “I believe the people of Texas will eventually realize the importance of 

research at the University of Texas,” he concluded a 1951 letter to the editor that argued 

for a first-class research institution. Thompson also directed the Structural Mechanics 

Research Lab, one of 27 research laboratories then in the Center. The Austin History 

Center website notes that many people credit the Balcones Research Center with launching 

Austin’s identity as a center for high-tech industry, as many highly trained faculty and 

graduate students who worked at the Center went on to found or work at electronics and 

research companies. 
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Thompson paid keen attention to the city’s economic development, serving as vice president 

of the Austin Chamber of Commerce in the early 1960s and championing additional 

research industry. In this role, he headed the Chamber’s economic development 

department. “With a new industrial brochure that has been acclaimed the best in the U.S., 

with an active Economic Development Council of 70 businessmen, with the addition of a 

half dozen new industries during the past year, and with the growth of research 

organizations and instrument manufacturers already here, Austin is realizing a significant 

and solid economic growth,” Thompson told The Austin American in 1961. The same year, 

he was appointed director of the City National Bank of Austin. The Chamber of Commerce 

recognized him with one of its first Economic Development Awards in 1970 for his longtime 

service and contributions. By 1973, he was serving as president of the Chamber. 

 

Thompson was widely professionally recognized, serving as president of the local, state, and 

national Society of Professional Engineers and a Fellow of the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, the American Concrete Institute, and the American Society of 

Civil Engineers. In the early 1950s he served as state coordinator for engineering services 

in the State Defense and Disaster Relief Division, which planned how to use Texas’s 

engineering resources against a potential enemy attack or natural disaster. In 1960, the 

Texas Society of Professional Engineers named him “Engineer of the Year.” In 1957 and 

1968, Thompson contributed to technical investigations of workforce housing, first as a 

member of a National Academy of Sciences committee for the Federal Housing 

Administration and later as chairman of the National Research Council’s Building 

Research Advisory Board, which advised the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development on advanced technology for low-income housing. 

 

In addition to his research leadership, Thompson was “a major force in college athletics,” 

according to the Austin American-Statesman. He served on the UT Athletic Council for 24 

years, including as chair, and was instrumental in expanding Memorial Stadium and 

constructing the Frank C. Erwin, Jr. Special Events Center (Palmer Auditorium). He also 

represented UT on the Southwest Conference and acted as vice president of the conference. 

In 1977, he was elected president of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

after a stint on the NCAA Council, including at least one term as vice president. When he 

assumed the presidency, the NCAA faced pressing questions around whether athletic 

“superpower” colleges could set their own policies, or whether other schools—via voting 

membership in the NCAA—could weigh in, as well as how to implement Title IX. 

Throughout his career with college athletics, Thompson insisted on integrity and helped to 

jumpstart tougher enforcement against cheating. 

 

Thompson had extraordinary energy to fulfill his academic, research, athletic, economic 

development, and various civic duties. A 1973 Austin Statesman article called him “Austin’s 

go-between for both ‘town and gown’ society.” He continued teaching and consulting 

between his retirement in 1983 and his death in 1998 in Austin. See following pages for 

relevant news articles and an obituary. 

 

Wanda Thompson (nee Stephens) was born in 1924 in Timpson, Texas. She moved to 

Austin to work at the State Highway Department, where she met J. Neils Thompson. The 

couple married in 1940 in Travis County and had one child. Wanda Thompson died in 2005 

in Austin. Her obituary credits her as being “instrumental in the progress of the University 

[of Texas] through involvement in intercollegiate athletics, Balcones Research Center and 

the Department of Engineering,” along with her husband (see following pages). 
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Rodney Desmond Kidd was born in 1927 in Georgetown to James Rodney Kidd and Von 

Lunsford. The family moved to Austin in 1938, and Kidd graduated from Austin High 

School and UT Austin. Kidd enlisted in the Navy in 1944 and was released in 1946. He 

worked as an educator and coach in Beaumont schools, moving to Austin by 1954 to teach 

and coach at McCallum High School. He later worked for Aetna Life Insurance and 

American Founders Life Insurance. Kidd was elected to the Austin School Board in 1966. R. 

Desmond Kidd died in 1987 or, more likely, 2004 in Travis County. See following pages for 

relevant news articles. 

 

Jayne Frances Darsey Kidd was likely born in 1932 and grew up in Austin. She attended 

Ward Belmont Junior College and Vanderbilt University in Nashville, later working at the 

American Fore Insurance Group as a secretary. She married Rodney Kidd in November 

1955 in Austin in what The Austin American called “one of the first prominent weddings of 

the holiday season.” The couple had three children. Jayne Kidd worked as a realtor 

associate in the 1970s. Her date of death is unknown. See following pages for newspaper 

advertisement. 

 

   
“Joistile beam cuts Texas building cost,” The Austin Statesman, 3/29/1950. 
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“Important research” letter to the editor, The Austin American, 5/13/1951. 
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“Off campus UT research persues [sic] war trend,” The Austin American, 7/29/1951. 
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“Building boom reported in progress at U of T’s Off-Campus Research Center,” The Austin 

Statesman, 8/26/1952. 
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“Thompson gets defense post,” The Austin Statesman, 11/21/1952. 
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“Thompson on panel to study FHA,” The Austin Statesman, 8/28/1957. 
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“Industry drive help urged before realtors,” The Austin Statesman, 1/20/1960. 
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“J. Neils Thompson: Engineer and civic leader,” The Austin American, 8/27/1961. 
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“Science libraries foster research,” The Austin American, 4/12/1964. 
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“Economic awards go to Austinites,” The Austin Statesman, 11/25/1970. 
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“Thompson faces new building job: Coliseum gets attention,” The Austin Statesman, 5/10/1972. 
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“Crisis may call for rugged living,” The Austin Statesman, 5/25/1973. 
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“Texas’ Thompson sets goals,” Austin American-Statesman, 1/13/1977. 
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“Thompson insisted on playing by rules,” Austin American-Statesman, 9/8/1979. 
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J. Neils Thompson death notice, Austin American-Statesman, 9/27/1998. 
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J. Neils Thompson obituary, Austin American-Statesman, 9/27/1998. 
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Wanda Thompson obituary, Austin American-Statesman, 9/6/2005. 
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Advertisement, The Austin Statesman, 10/19/1971. 
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“R. Desmond Kidd seeks re-election,” The Austin Statesman 2/12/1972. 
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Advertisement, The Austin American Statesman 8/8/1976. 

 

 

Building Permits and Maps 

 
Sewer connection permit issued to Neil J. [sic] Thompson, 8/9/1941. 
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Building permit issued to J. Neils Thompson to enlarge kitchen and add screen porch, 7/25/1950. 
 

 
Building permit issued to Desmon [sic] Kidd to construct a wood-frame addition, 5/22/1961. 
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Inspection card for a rear addition, 5/23/1961. 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Map showing building footprint, May 1962. 
 

 
Record of building permit to remodel residence, 6/8/1981. 
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Record of building permit to remodel residence, 12/11/1984. 
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Plans showing demolition of carport and construction of new carport, 11/18/2012. 
 


